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The programming language Julia is designed to solve the ‘two
language problem’, where developers who write scientific software
can achieve desired performance, without sacrificing productivity.
Since its inception in 2012, developers who have been using other
programming languages have transitioned to Julia. A systematic
investigation of the questions that developers ask about Julia can
help in understanding the challenges that developers face while
using Julia. Such understanding can be helpful (i) for toolsmiths
who can construct tools so that developers can maximize their
experience of using Julia, and (ii) for Julia language maintainers
with empirical evidence on areas to improve the language as well
as the Julia ecosystem. We conduct an empirical study with 3,093
Stack Overflow posts where we identify 13 categories of questions
related to Julia-based software development. We observe developers
to ask about a diverse set of topics, such as GC, Julia’s garbage
collector, JuMP, a domain-specific language constructed using Julia,
and symbols, a metaprogramming utility in Julia. Based on our
emerging results, we recommend enhancing support for developers
with Julia-based tools and techniques for cross language transfer,
type-related assistance, and package resolution.
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as these languages do not provide a predictable mapping between
the program and the hardware [12]. As a result, developers have to
migrate their software source code base to C or Fortran to achieve
desired program execution speed. Such migration usually leads to
improved program execution speed for the software project, but
yield development and maintenance overhead [12]. The programming language Julia is designed so that developers involved in
scientific software development do not have to transition from one
language to another. Creators of Julia designed the language to solve
the ‘two language problem’, which allows developers to achieve
desired performance, without sacrificing productivity [2, 12].
According to a survey of Stack Overflow (SO) users in 2020, Julia
is considered as one of the “top 10 most loved programming languages” by practitioners [6]. We observe Julia being used in research
and product development as well. For example, Julia was used in
Celeste [1, 3], a software used in astronomy research. Celeste was
used to load 178 terabytes of astronomical image data to produce a
catalog of 188 million astronomical objects in 14.6 minutes, yielding
a performance improvement by a factor of 1,000, compared to prior
implementation [1]. As of Jan 2021, Julia has been downloaded
24,205,141 times [5].
The above-mentioned discussion shows that Julia is an emerging
programming language, as developers involved in scientific software development are switching from scripting languages, such as
Python to Julia [7]. Despite finding beneficial in software projects,
developers face challenges in using Julia as expressed in forms of
questions that are posted on question and answer websites, such
as Stack Overflow (SO). Let us consider Figure 1 in this regard. We
observe a developer to ask about how memory is allocated when
performing array broadcasting in Julia. Broadcasting refers to the
feature of performing element-by-element operations on arrays of
different sizes, e.g., adding a vector to each column of a matrix [4].
Evidence presented in Figure 1 demonstrates that while using Julia, developers encounter difficulties, and seek help from the SO
community. As an emerging community, developers who use Julia
can benefit from an empirical study that systematically investigates
the questions that developers ask about Julia. Such study can help
the software engineering research community understand the challenges that developers face while using Julia, which in turn can
yield derivation of tools and practices so that developers can maximize their experience in using Julia. Furthermore, Julia language
maintainers can use the obtained empirical insights to improve the
language as well as the Julia ecosystem.
We answer the following research question: RQ:What questions
do developers ask about when writing Julia programs?
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Typically developers who develop scientific software, rely on scripting languages, such as Python [12]. While these scripting languages
help in developer productivity, can hinder program execution speed,
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the results of those two operations by using the statement m, a,
which is the last sentence in the function body. String interpolation
is also possible using the $ character.

Figure 1: Example SO question [28]: the SO user is seeking
help on how memory is allocated when arrays are broadcasted in Julia programs.
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In this section, we provide background information and discuss
research relevant to our paper:
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Our contribution is a list of categories related to questions that
developers ask about when using Julia.
We organize rest of the paper as follows: we discuss background
and related work in Section 2. We describe our empirical study in
Section 3. We discuss our findings and limitations respectively, in
Sections 4 and 5. We conclude our paper in Section 6.

# Enable pre-compilation
precompile ()
# Create example module
module Example
# Include a package dependency
include("Sample.jl")
# Simple hello world standard output
println("Hello World")
# Function to multiply and add two values
function mul and add(a, b)
m = a*b
a = a+b
m, a
end
r1, r2 = mul and add(3, 4) # result: 12, 7
# Create macros with "macro" keyword
macro assert str(s)
return :($s
? nothing
: throw(AssertionError($(string(s)))))
end
@assert str 1 == 1.0 # result: nothing
@assert str 1 == 0
# result: ERROR: AssertionError: 1 == 0
end
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Julia is perceived to solve the ‘two language problem’ [12, 13], which
refers to the phenomenon of practitioners having to switch to a
programming language that is harder to use in order to achieve
better performance. For example, writing programs in Python can
be relatively easy for practitioners because of its scripting nature.
However, Python programs’ execution time may not be as fast as C
programs. Rapid program execution can be desirable when applying
complex computational activities on large-scale datasets, e.g., as
done by the Celeste project [1].
Julia programs can call low-level functions from the C runtime.
Julia programs also take advantage of just-in-time (JIT) compilation, which is the process of compiling lines of code sequentially
as they are seen, instead of compiling all lines beforehand. With
the use of JIT compilation, Julia is perceived to be useful in developing computationally efficient programs. Julia programs are also
compiled into an intermediate representation of bytecode, which
allows portability between different computer architectures.
We provide an annotated example of a Julia program in Figure 2. Dedicated code elements, such as include and println
respectively, are used to specify dependencies and redirect program
output to the console. A collection of Julia programs is referred
to as a package. Functions in Julia are defined using the function
keyword. Julia allows the return of one or multiple values without
explicitly specifying the return keyword, as long as the values
that need to be returned reside on the last line in the function body.
For example, in Figure 2, the function mul_and_add performs two
mathematical operations, multiplication and addition, and returns

2.2

Figure 2: An annotated example of a Julia program.

Related Work

Since its inception in 2012, Julia has garnered interest amongst researchers. Quality issues in Julia programs have been investigated,
e.g., Paulding and Feldt [22] applied random testing to find faults
in 9 Julia-provided functions. Churavy [14] constructed and evaluated a debugging tool called ‘Cthulhu’ that uses static and dynamic
analysis to help developers find bugs in array abstractions. Nardelli
et al. [31] used formal specification to verify the correctness of
Julia-related subtypes. Productivity and performance issues have
also been investigated: Gibson [17] reported that Julia has multiple benefits over existing programming languages with respect
to graphic rendering capabilities, user experience, and program
execution time. Januszek et al. [19] compared the performance of
five programming languages for algorithms with O (𝑛 3 ) time complexity, and observed superior computational efficiency for Julia
programs compared to that of Wolfram, R, Python, and C# programs. For parallel programming, Gmys et al. [18] found Julia to be
better than Python with respect to performance,
and better than C
1
programs with respect to productivity.
The above-mentioned discussion highlights research that have investigated quality and performance comparison for Julia programs.
We observe a lack of research related to challenges expressed in
forms of SO questions that developers ask about Julia. We address
this research gap in our paper.

Filter

Mining

SOTorrent

Open Coding

Stack Overflow Posts

Rater

Question Categorization

Figure 3: An overview of our research methodology.
Table 1: Selection of Julia-related SO Questions
Initial question count

quantify agreement, similar to prior work in software engineering [9, 16, 24]. The Krippendorff’s 𝛼 is 0.93, indicating ‘acceptable’
agreement [20].

18,597,996
6,361
5,678
4,355
4,355
4,355
3,093

Final question count

3,093

3.2

Results

We identify 13 question categories that developers ask about Julia.
We describe the categories below where we present each category
sorted based on the count of questions that belong to each category.
Description of each category includes examples that are presented
in the ( 𝑄𝐼 𝐷 ) format, where 𝑄𝐼 𝐷 is the ID of the SO question. The
count of questions that map to each challenge is enclosed within
parenthesis. For example, 790 of the studied 3,093 questions belong
to the category ‘Visualization’. A complete mapping between each
of the 3,093 questions to the 13 categories is available online [8].
1. Visualization (790) This category consists of questions that are
related to generating visualizations, such as bar plots and box plots.
For example, in a SO question ( 29310646 ), a developer asks about
generating a bar plot using a specific color.
2. Array Manipulation (495) This category consists of questions
related to array operations in Julia. Example of a SO question
( 30699805 ) related to array manipulation is how to conduct elementby-element comparison in Julia arrays.
3. Package Resolution (435): This category consists of questions
that describe installation, management, and usage of Julia packages
that are required to develop Julia-based software projects. The
category includes questions related to installing, uninstalling, using,
and resolving unmet package dependencies. Example of a question
related to package resolution was observed for the TimeSeries
package in a SO question ( 31786795 ). The developer used an empty
string ("") in the header list for a comma-separated value (CSV) file,
which triggered a program crash for the Readtimearray function
available as part of the TimeSeries package. The program crash
was fixed by removing the empty string from the header list.
4. Program Execution Speed (279): This category consists of
questions that are related to program execution speed of Julia programs. This category includes questions related to program execution time, memory allocation, and parallel programming of Julia.
In a SO question ( 31656858 ), a developer observed performance
decrease while using parallelization. The developer writes “When I
parallelise with Julia I get a performance degradation, i.e. one process

3

EMPIRICAL STUDY
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Criterion-1 (Questions tagged as ‘julia’)
Criterion-2 (Questions with at least one answer )
Criterion-3 (Questions with accepted answers)
Criterion-4 (Questions with score > 0)
Criterion-5 (Questions with > 0 views)
Criterion-6 (Questions with code snippets)
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In this section, we provide the methodology and results for RQ:
What questions do developers ask about when writing Julia
programs? An overview of our methodology is presented in Figure 3.

3.1

Methodology

Dataset: We mine SO questions by using the SOTorrent dataset [11],
which we downloaded on April 15, 2021. According to prior work [23],
SO datasets suffer from quality issues. Similar to prior research [23],
we apply a filtering criteria to improve the quality of the downloaded data, which is summarized in Table 1. Altogether, we collect
3,093 SO questions.
Open coding: We apply a qualitative analysis technique called
open coding [25] on the collected 3,093 SO questions. In open coding, a rater observes and synthesizes patterns within unstructured
text [25]. As part of our open coding process, first, the rater reads
each SO question title, description, comments, and answers to obtain raw text, which is merged into codes. Second, the rater merges
the codes based on similarities to derive categories.
The first author derived the categories. The derivation of categories is susceptible to bias. We verify the first author’s rating by
allocating another rater, who is the last author of the paper. The
last author applied closed coding [15] on a randomly selected set of
500 SO questions. For each of the 500 SO questions, the last author
examined if the question maps to any of the categories identified by
the first author. The first and last authors respectively, have 1 and
8 years of experience in software engineering. Upon completion
of the inspection process, we calculate Krippendorff’s 𝛼 [20] to

example, a SO user, who self-describes as a newcomer to Julia,
asks about how to formulate an optimization problem in JuMP
( 31812458 ).
12. Metaprogramming (15) This category consists of questions
related to metaprogramming in Julia. Metaprogramming is the technique of where one computer program has the ability to use, read,
modify other computer programs and even the program itself [27].
Julia supports metaprogramming using utilities, such as macros
and symbols. However, while using these utilities developers face
challenges and ask questions on SO. As an example, in a SO question
( 30905546 ) a developer incorrectly used symbols, which resulted
in returning of incorrect values from a function. Symbols in Julia
are defined as features used to represent Julia’s own code, i.e., represent code constructs, such as assignments, function calls, literals,
and variables [4].
13. Garbage Collection (11) This category consists of questions
related to Julia’s internal garbage collector, GC. Using GC, a developer
can allocate and deallocate memory in a Julia program. However, the
process of garbage collection in Julia can be confusing to developers
as demonstrated in a SO question ( 47449177 ). The SO user was
unaware of the fact that Julia’s garbage collector is free to collect a
variable at any time after it is last used [4].

4

DISCUSSION
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We discuss the findings of our paper as follows:
Implications for toolsmiths We outline the following areas that
toolsmiths can focus on:
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is faster then two processes! I am obviously doing something wrong... I
have consulted other questions asked in the forum but I could still not
piece together an answer” The root cause of decreased performance
was related to the incorrect usage of Julia code elements: instead
of using SharedArray or DistributedArray, the developer used
a self-designed algorithm and data structure.
5. Type (278) This category consists of questions related to types
in Julia. While Julia supports as many as 221 types [22], when it
comes to using these types developers face challenges expressed
as SO questions. We observe questions related to immutability and
instantiation to be asked on SO. For example, in a SO question
( 31775391 ), a developer seeks to learn about the performance
implications of using immutable types in Julia. According to the SO
discussion, immutable types are “fast when they are small and consist
entirely of immediate data, with no references (pointers) to heapallocated objects”. As another example, in a SO question ( 29261431 )
a developer wanted to know how to provide keyword arguments
when instantiating a self-defined type.
6. Regular Expression (245) This category consists of questions
that are related to using regular expressions. From our analysis,
we observe developers to ask about Julia-related libraries that can
convert strings into regular expressions ( 31000633 ), as well as ask
about how to perform fuzzy regex matching ( 37933471 ).
7. Date Operation (182) This category consists of questions that
are related to performing date-related operations, such as modifying, formatting, and converting dates. For example, in a SO question
( 27084893 ), a developer asked about how to format date using a
certain format. The solution was to use the Date constructor.
8. Cross Language Transfer (133): This category consists of
questions related to cross-language transfer, i.e, the phenomenon
of developers transitioning from one programming language to
another [26], e.g., from R to Julia. Cross-language transfer imposes challenges for developer that could lead to undesirable consequences. For example, in a SO question we observe to seek the
equivalent code construct for sapply that is available in R’s base
library ( 30281326 ). In response, another SO user suggested a variety of solutions: (i) use of anonymous functions, (ii) transposing,
and (iii) splatting. The discussion in the SO question shows that
functions, which are available in one language may not be available in another language, necessitating developers to allocate extra
efforts.
9. I/O Operations (128) This category consists of questions related to performing input and output operations, such as file reading/writing and directory management. For example, in a SO question ( 49533361 ) a developer asks about the best practices on how
to setup multiple I/O buffers in Julia. In response, a SO user mentioned that use of array comprehensions or the use of map() could
be helpful.
10. Web Mining (80) This category consists of questions that are
related to mining content from the web. For example, in a SO
question ( 59010720 ), a developer asks about the return type for
HTTP.request(), and asked what is the correct content-encoding
header to get necessary data.
11. Domain Specific Language (22) This category consists of
questions related to developing domain-specific languages (DSLs).
One such DSL is JuMP, a DSL for mathematical optimization. For
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• Enhancing Support for Cross Language Transfer: Shrestha
et al. [26] documented evidence related to cross language transfer by analyzing SO questions. We too have documented evidence related cross language transfer that further substantiates
Shrestha et al. [26]’s findings. Existence of cross language transfer showcases that developers can transition from a non-Julia
programming language to Julia, but in the process face challenges. Our conjecture is that as more developers transition from
established languages, such as from Python to Julia, they will
seek information on how they can accomplish tasks in Julia that
they were previously able to do before with the language they
are transitioning from. Based on our findings, we recommend
further systematic analysis of challenges that can occur due to
cross language transfer. We also advocate for development and
dissemination of documentation-related resources that include
examples of other programming languages so that developers
can adequately map an example Julia program to a program in a
language that they already know.
• Type Assistance: Julia supports as many as 221 types [22],
which allows developers the ability to accomplish a wide range of
computational tasks. However, developers face challenges while
using these types as expressed in forms of SO questions. To facilitate developers in writing Julia programs we advocate for
development of tools that can nudge developers while performing type-related operations. These tools can provide information
on (i) how to correctly use Julia’s types, and (ii) automatically fix
type-related errors as developers write code.
• Package Assistance: Similar to other programming languages,
such as Go [30] and Python [21], package-related challenges also

National Science Foundation (NSF) through Award # 1852126, #
2043324, and # 2026869.

accompany Julia development. From our analysis, we observe
developers to seek help on using a package correctly, and also
using the correct package. Based on our findings, we conjecture
that the Julia ecosystem will require derivation of Julia-specific
techniques for adequate package resolution.
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CONCLUSION

Julia is an emerging programming language, which is perceived to
solve the ‘two language problem’. Despite reported benefits, such
as rapid program execution and productivity, developers face challenges in using Julia. We conduct an empirical study with 3,093
SO questions, from which we identify 13 question categories. Our
analysis shows developers to encounter a wide range of challenges
related to Julia programs, such as visualization, array manipulation,
and package resolution. We observe visualization-related questions
to be the most frequently occurring category. Based on our findings,
we recommend enhancing support for developers with Julia-based
tools and techniques for cross language transfer, type-related assistance, and package resolution.
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